English. IronITA is a new shared task in the EVALITA 2018 evaluation campaign, focused on the automatic classification of irony in Italian texts from Twitter. It includes two tasks: 1) irony detection and 2) detection of different types of irony, with a special focus on sarcasm identification. We received 17 submissions for the first task and 7 submissions for the second task from 7 teams.
Introduction
Irony is a figurative language device that conveys the opposite of literal meaning, profiling intentionally a secondary or extended meaning. Users on the web usually tend to use irony like a creative device to express their thoughts in short-texts like tweets, reviews, posts or commentaries. But irony, as well as other figurative language devices, for example metaphors, is very difficult to deal with automatically. For its traits of recalling another meaning or obfuscating the real communicative intention, it hinders correct sentiment analysis of texts and, therefore, correct opinion mining. Indeed, the presence of ironic devices in a text can work as an unexpected "polarity reverser" (one says something "good" to mean something "bad"), thus undermining systems' accuracy.
Considering the majority of state-of-the-art studies in computational linguistics, irony is often used as an umbrella-term which includes satire, sarcasm and parody due to fuzzy boundaries among them (Marchetti et al., 2007) . However, some linguistic studies focused on sarcasm, a particular type of verbal irony defined in Gibbs (2000) as "a sharp or cutting ironic expression with the intent to convey scorn or insult". Other scholars concentrated on cognitive aspects related on how such figurative expressions are processed in the brain, focusing on key aspects influencing processing (see for instance the "defaultness" hypothesis presented in Giora et al. (2018) ).
The importance to detect irony and sarcasm is also very relevant for reaching better predictions in Sentiment Analysis, for instance, what are the real opinion and orientation of users about a specific subject (product, service, topic, issue, person, organization, or event) .
IronITA is organized in continuity with previous shared tasks of the past years within the context of the EVALITA evaluation campaign (see for instance the irony detection subtask proposed at SENTIPOLC in the 2014 and 2016 editions (Basile et al., 2014; Barbieri et al., 2016) ). It is also inspired by the recent experience within the SemEval2018-Task3 Irony detection in English tweets (Van Hee et al., 2018) . The shared task we propose for Italian is specifically dedicated to irony detection taking into account both the classical binary classification task (irony vs not irony), and a related subtask, which gives to participants the possibility to reason on different types of irony. Differently from SemEval2018-Task3, we indeed ask the participants to distinguish sarcasm as a specific type of irony. This is motivated by the growing interest for detecting sarcasm, which is characterized by sharp tones and aggressive intention (Gibbs, 2000; Joshi et al., 2017; Sulis et al., 2016) often present in interesting domains such as politics and hate speech .
Task Description
The task consists in automatically annotating messages from Twitter for irony and sarcasm. It is organized in a main task (Task A) centered on irony, and a second task (Task B) centered on sarcasm, whose results will be separately evaluated. Participation was allowed to both the tasks (Task A and Task B) or to Task A only.
Task A: Irony Detection. Task A consists in a two-class (or binary) classification where systems have to predict whether a tweet is ironic or not.
Task B: Different types of irony with special focus on sarcasm identification. Sarcasm has been recognized in Bowes and Katz (2011) with a specific target to attack (Attardo, 2007; Dynel, 2014) , more offensive and delivered with a cutting tone (rarely ambiguous). According to Lee and Katz (1998) hearers perceive aggressiveness as the feature that distinguishes sarcasm. Provided a definition of sarcasm as a specific type of irony, Task B consists in a multi-class classification where systems have to predict one out of the three following labels: i) sarcasm, ii) irony not categorized as sarcasm (i.e. other kinds of verbal irony or descriptions of situational irony which do not show the characteristics of sarcasm), and iii) not-irony.
The proposed tasks encourage the investigation of this linguistic devices. Moreover, providing a dataset from social media (Twitter), we focus on texts especially hard to be dealt with, because of their shortness and because they will be analyzed out of the context where they were generated.
The participants are allowed to submit either "constrained" or "unconstrained" runs (or both, within the submission limits). The constrained runs have to be produced by systems whose only training data is the dataset provided by the task organizers. On the other hand, the participant teams are encouraged to train their systems on additional annotated data and submit the resulting unconstrained runs.
We implemented two straightforward baseline systems for the task. baseline-mfc (Most Frequent Class) assigns to each instance the majority class of the respective task, namely not-ironic for task A and not-sarcastic for task B. baseline-random assigns uniformly random values to the instances. Note that for task A, a class is assigned randomly to every instance, while for task B the classes are assigned randomly only to eligible tweets who are marked ironic.
Training and Test Data

Composition of the datasets
The data released for the shared task come from different source datasets, namely: Hate Speech Corpus (HSC) and the TWITTIRÒ corpus (Cignarella et al., 2018) , composed of tweets from LaBuonaScuola corpus (TW-BS) (Stranisci et al., 2016) , Sentipolc corpus (TW-SENTIPOLC), Spinoza corpus (TW-SPINO) (Barbieri et al., 2016) .
In the test data we have the same sources, and in addition some tweets from the TWITA collection, that were annotated by the organizers of the SENTIPOLC 2016 shared task, but were not exploited during the 2016 campaign (Barbieri et al., 2016) .
Annotation of the datasets
The annotation process involved four Italian native speakers and focused only on the finer-grained annotation of sarcasm in the ironic tweets, since the presence of irony was already annotated in the source datasets. It began by splitting in two halves the dataset and assigning the annotation task for each portion to a different couple of annotators. In the following step, the final inter-annotator agreement (IAA) has been calculated on all the dataset. Then, in order to achieve an agreement on a larger portion of data, the effort of the annotators has been focused only on the detected cases of disagreement. In particular, the couple previously involved in the annotation of the first half of the corpus produced a new annotation for the tweets in disagreement of the second portion of the dataset, while the couple involved in the annotation of the second half of the corpus did the same on the first The final IAA calculated with Fleiss' kappa is κ = 0.56 for the tweets belonging to the TWIT-TIRÒ corpus and κ = 0.52 for the data from the HSC corpus and it is considered moderate 1 and satisfying for the purpose of the shared task.
In this process the annotators relied on a specific definition of "sarcasm", and followed detailed guidelines 2 . In particular we defined sarcasm as a kind of sharp, explicit and sometimes aggressive irony, aimed at hitting a specific target to hurt or criticize without excluding the possibility of having fun (Du Marsais et al., 1981; Gibbs, 2000) . The factors we have taken into account for the annotation are, the presence of:
1. a clear target, 2. an obvious intention to hurt or criticize, 3. negativity (weak or strong). We have also tried to differentiate our concept of "sarcasm" from that of "satire", often present in tweets. For us, satire aims to ridicule the target as well as criticize it. Differently from sarcasm, satire is solely focused on a more negative type of criticism and moved by a personal and angry emotional charge.
A single training set has been provided for both tasks A and B, which includes 3,977 tweets. Following, a single test set has been distributed for both tasks A and B, which includes 872 tweets, hence creating an 82% − 18% balance between training and test data. Table 1 shows the distribution of ironic and sarcastic tweets among the different source/topic datasets cited in Section 3.1.
Additionally the IronITA datasets overlap with the data released for HaSpeeDe, the task of Hate 1 According to the parameters proposed by Fleiss (1971) . 2 For more details on this regard, please refer to the guidelines: https://github.com/AleT-Cig/ IronITA-2018/blob/master/Definition%20of% 20Sarcasm.pdf Speech Detection . In the training set we count 781 overlapping tweets, while in the test set we count an overlap of just 96 tweets.
Data Release
The data were released in the following format 3 :
idtwitter text irony sarcasm topic where idtwitter is the Twitter ID of the message, text is the content of the message, irony is 1 or 0 (respectively for ironic and not ironic tweets), sarcasm is 1 or 0 (respectively for sarcastic and not sarcastic tweets), and topic refers to the source corpus from where the tweet has been extracted.
The training set includes for each tweet the annotation for the irony and sarcasm fields, according to the format explained above. Instead, the test set only containes values for the idtwitter, text and topic fields.
Evaluation Measures
Task A: Irony detection. Systems have been evaluated against the gold standard test set on their assignment of a 0 or 1 value to the irony field. We measured the precision, recall and F1-score of the prediction for both the ironic and not-ironic classes:
precision class = #correct_class #assigned_class recall class = #correct_class #total_class F 1 class = 2 precision class recall class precision class + recall class
The overall F1-score is the average of the F1-scores for the ironic and not-ironic classes (i.e. macro F1-score). We have measured the precision, recall and F1-score for each of the three classes:
• not-ironic irony = 0, sarcasm = 0
• ironic-not-sarcastic irony = 1, sarcasm = 0
The evaluation metric is the macro F1-score computed over the three classes. Note that for the purpose of the evaluation of task B, the following combination is always considered wrong:
• irony = 0, sarcasm = 1 Our scheme imposes that a tweet can be annotated as sarcastic only if it is also annotated as ironic, which correspond to interpreting sarcasm as a specific type of irony, as reported in Table 2 .
Participants and Results
A total of 7 teams, both from academia and industry sector participated to at least one of the two tasks of IronITA. Table 3 provides an overview of the teams, their affiliation, and the tasks they took part in.
Four teams participated to both tasks A and B. Teams were allowed to submit up to four runs (2 constrained and 2 unconstrained) in case they implemented different systems. Furthermore, each team had to submit at least a constrained run. Participants have been invited to submit multiple runs to experiment with different models and architectures. However, they have been discouraged from submitting slight variations of the same model. Overall we have 17 runs for Task A and 7 runs for Task B. Table 4 shows the results for the irony detection task, which attracted 17 total submissions from 7 different teams. The best scores are achieved by the ItaliaNLP team (Cimino et al., 2018 ) that, with a constrained run, obtained the best score for both the ironic and not-ironic class, thus obtaining the highest averaged F1-score of 0.731.
Task A: Irony Detection
Among the unconstrained systems, the best F1-score for the not-ironic class is achieved by the X2Check team (Di Rosa and Durante, 2018) with F = 0.708, and the best F1-score for the ironic class is obtained by the UNITOR team (Santilli et al., 2018) with F = 0.733.
All participating systems show an improvement over the baselines, with the exception of the only unsupervised system (venses-itgetarun, see details in Section 6). Table 4 : Results Task A. Unconstrained runs are marked by grey background. All participating systems show an improvement over the baselines, with the exception of the only unsupervised system (venses-itgetarun, see details in Section 6).
Task B: Different types of irony
Discussion
We compare the participating systems according to the following main dimensions: classification framework (approaches, algorithms, features), text representation strategy, use of additional annotated data for training, external resources (e.g. sentiment lexica, NLP tools, etc.), and interdependency between the two tasks. This discussion is based on the information contained in the reports submitted by the participants (we received 6 reports out of 7 participating teams) and on the answers to a questionnaire sent by the organizers to the participants.
System architecture. Most submitted runs to IronITA are produced by supervised machine learning systems. In fact, all but one systems are supervised, although the nature and complexity of their architectures varies significantly. UNIBA (Basile and Semeraro, 2018) and UNITOR use Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers, with different parameter settings. UNITOR, in particular, employs a multiple kernel-based approach to create two SVM classifiers that work on the two tasks. X2Check uses several models based on Multinomial Naive Bayes and SVM in a voting ensemble. Three systems implemented deep learning neural networks for the classification of irony and sarcasm. Sequence-learning networks were a popular choice, in the form of Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory Networks (used by ItaliaNLP and UO_IRO (Ortega-Bueno and Medina Pagola, 2018) ) and Gated Recurrent Units (Aspie96). The venses-itgetarun team proposed the only unsupervised system submitted to IronITA. The system is based on an extension of the ITGETARUN rulebased fully symbolic semantic parser (Delmonte, 2014) . The performance of the venses-itgetarun system is penalized mainly by its low recall (see the detailed results on the task website).
Features. In addition to explore a broad spectrum of supervised and unsupervised architectures, the submitted systems leverage different kinds of linguistic and semantic information extracted from the tweets. Word n-grams of varying size are used by ItaliaNLP, UNIBA, and X2Check. Word embeddings were used as features by three systems, namely ItaliaNLP (built with word2vec on a concatenation of ItWaC 4 and a custom tweet corpus), UNITOR (built with word2vec on a custom Twitter corpus) and UNIBA (built with Random Indexing (Sahlgren, 2005) ) on a subset of TWITA . Affective lexicons were also employed to extract polarityrelated features from the words in the tweets, by UNIBA, ItaliaNLP and UNITOR and UO_IRO (see the "Lexical Resources" section for details on the lexica). UNIBA and UO_IRO also computed sentiment variation and contrast in order to extract the ironic content from the text. Features derived from sentiment analysis are also employed by the unsupervised system vensesitgetarun. Aspie96 performs its classification based on the single characters of the tweet. Finally, a great number of other features is employed by the systems, including stylistic and structural features (UO_IRO), special tokens and emoticons (X2Check). See the details in the EVALITA proceedings (Caselli et al., 2018) .
Lexical Resources. Several systems employed affective resources, mainly as a tool to compute the sentiment polarity of words and each tweet. ItaliaNLP used two affective lexica generated automatically by means of distant supervision and automatic translation. UNIBA used an automatic translation of SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) . UNITOR used the Distributed Polarity Lexicon by Castellucci et al. (2016) . UO_IRO used the affective lexicon derived from the OpeNER project (Russo et al., 2016) and a polarity lexicon of emojis by Kralj Novak et al. (2015) . venses-itgetarun used several lexica, including some specifically built for ITGETARUNS and a translation of SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) .
Additional training data. Three teams took the opportunity to send unconstrained runs along with constrained runs. X2Check included in the unconstrained training set a balanced version of the SENTIPOLC 2016 dataset, Italian tweets annotated with irony (Barbieri et al., 2016) . UNITOR used for their unconstrained runs a dataset of 6,000 tweets obtained by distant supervision (searching for the hashtag #ironia -#irony). UO_IRO employed tweets annotated with fine-grained irony from TWITTIRÒ (Cignarella et al., 2018) . The team ItaliaNLP did not send unconstrained runs, although they used the information about polarity of Italian tweets from the SENTIPOLC 2016 dataset (Barbieri et al., 2016) and the data annotated for hate speech from the HaSpeeDe task at EVALITA 2018 . We do not consider their runs unconstrained, because the phenomena annotated in the data they employed are different from irony.
Interdependency of tasks. Since the tasks A and B are inherently linked (a tweet can be sarcastic only if it is also ironic), some of the participating teams leveraged this information in their classification systems. ItaliaNLP employed a Multitask learning approach, thus solving the two tasks simultaneously. UNITOR adopted a cascade architecture where only tweets that were classified as ironic were passed through to the sarcasm classifier. In the system by venses-itgetarun, the decision on whether to assign a tweet to sarcasm or irony is based on the contemporary presence of features common to the two tasks.
Concluding remarks
Differently from the previous sub-tasks on irony detection in Italian language proposed as part of the previous SENTIPOLC shared tasks, having Sentiment Analysis as reference framework, the IronITA tasks specifically focus on the irony and sarcasm identification.
Comparing the results for irony detection obtained within the SENTIPOLC sub-task (the best performing system in the 2016 edition reached F = 0.5412 and in 2014 F = 0.575) with the ones obtained in IronITA, it is worth to notice that a dedicated task on irony detection leaded to a remarkable improvement of the scores, with the highest value here being F = 0.731. Surprisingly, scores for Italian are in line with those obtained at SemEval2018-Task3 on irony detection in English tweets, even if a lower amount of linguistic resources is available for Italian than for English, especially in term of affective lexica, a type of resource that is frequently exploited in this kind of task. Actually, some teams used resources provided by the Italian NLP community also in the framework of previous EVALITA's edition (e.g. additional information from annotated corpora as SENTIPOLC, HaSpeeDe and POST-WITA).
The good results obtained in this edition can be read also as a confirmation that linguistic resources for Italian language are increasing in quantity and quality, and they are helpful also for a very challenging task as irony detection.
Another interesting factor in this edition is the use of the innovative deep learning techniques, mirroring the growing interest in deep learning by the NLP community at large. Indeed, the best performing system is based on a deep learning approach revealing its usefulness also for irony detection. The high performance of deep learning methods is an indication that irony and sarcasm are phenomena involving more complex features than n-grams and lexical polarity.
The number of participants in task B was lower. Even though we wanted to encourage the investigation in the identification of sarcasm, we are aware that addressing the finer-grained task to discriminate between irony and sarcasm is still really difficult.
In hindsight, the organization of such a shared task, specifically dedicated to irony detection in Italian tweets, and also focused on diverse types of irony has been a hazard. It was intended to foster research teams in the exploitation of lexical and affective resources in Italian, developed in our NLP community and to encourage the investigation especially on data about politics and immigration.
Our proposal for this shared task arose from the intuition that a better recognition of figurative language like irony in social media data could also lead to a better resolution of other Sentiment Analysis tasks such as Hate Speech Detection , Stance Detection (Mohammad et al., 2017) , and Misogyny Detection (Fersini et al., 2018) . IronITA wanted to be a first try-out and a first stimulus in this challenging field.
